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With growing population awareness and the booming demand for Sharia-compliant Islamic banking products, the
focus on Islamic banking has increased manifold. The scope of Islamic banking has widened and is continuously
evolving with the introduction of a range of sophisticated Islamic financial products targeting new customers. A
core banking solution that supports innovative and rapid roll out of Sharia-compliant products can help Islamic
financial institutions gain a competitive edge. Furthermore, they can no longer ignore the need for a scalable
solution that enables them to grow and manage larger volumes of transactions while addressing the critical areas
of risk and compliance, customer acquisition and retention.

We, at Path Solutions, offer
the multi-award winning
Enterprise Islamic Banking
& Investment System iMAL

We, at Path Solutions, offer the multi-award winning Enterprise Islamic Banking & Investment System iMAL
that supports a variety of models, allows for quick time-to-market, while also addressing risk management and
compliance under Sharia law across various geographies.

iMAL supports various Islamic instruments such as Murabaha, Musharaka, Mudaraba, Istisnaa, Ijara and others,
and offers the following features:
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• Compliance with Sharia and IAS

geared to address country and region-specific Islamic

• 360-degree customer view

banking requirements.

• Complete transaction lifecycle support

iMAL can be implemented as a Model Bank version

• Innovation and development of new Islamic products

with built-in industry best practice processes, or as

• Fully parameterized and flexible profit calculation to

a highly configurable solution that can be tailored to

manage multiple pools and products

Islamic financial institutions’ specific requirements.

• Enterprise-wide information relating to regulatory
reporting and risk management

Integrating seamlessly with conventional banking

• Multi-currency, multi-branch enabled accounting

systems, iMAL enables efficient, cost-effective and

backbone

profitable deployment and control of a flexible range of

• Support for Islamic accounting and complete

multi-channel, Sharia-compliant banking products and

traceability for audit

services.

• Single-layer integration for all data-sources and
offers

Islamic

financial

institutions

a

service repositories

iMAL

• Platform flexibility, unmatched scalability and cost

comprehensive solution addressing all their business

efficiency.

requirements to enable them to serve their customers
with total transparency and professional confidence.

Path Solutions helps full-fledged Islamic banks,

The solution offers full support to various functions within

microfinance institutions and conventional banks

the organisation including:

setting up an Islamic window or subsidiary, with their

• Core Banking

Islamic core banking, branch

• Investment

management, fund

management, risk management and treasury needs.

• Fund Management
• Portfolio Management

The fully integrated front, middle and back office Islamic

• Assets & Liabilities Management

core banking solution, running 24/7 in real-time -iMAL-

• Treasury

combines comprehensive business functionality with an

• Profit Calculation

advanced, secure, scalable and modular architecture

• Accounting & MIS

proven to meet the market toughest challenges of

• Fixed Assets

today and tomorrow.

• Personnel & Payroll
• Trade Finance

Consistently ranked as the 1 Islamic Core Banking

• CIF Management

Solution worldwide, iMAL was architected from the

• Credit Operations

ground up around the Sharia guidelines, and is truly

• International Taxation Regulations.

st
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Delivery Channels

across the different delivery channels to either target

Customer Service Management

the customer directly or to assist and empower the

It is not just a standard CSM system. It is an electronic

teller, CSR and private banker to cross-sell with other

delivery channel for all the bank products and services.

customers

It empowers the bank to offer all services and products

• iMAL*CSM

on the counter.

worldwide deployments (English, Arabic and French, etc.)

has multilingual capabilities for

• 360° view feature provides financial institutions with
The system covers the following main areas:

a full view of all customer related products, accounts,

• Standard Retail operations, such as deposits,

transactions, balances, alerts, etc.

withdrawals, chequebook requests, etc.

The system optimizes the time and enables the user to

• Complete request management, which empowers

effectively and efficiently respond to the customer. The

the bank to offer to its Corporate, Retail and Private

system automatically informs the user/customer about

banking customers all its products on the counter such

the status and actions taken by the bank’s relevant

as: Restricted Investments, Letters of Credit, Letters

business units on the related customer request, e.g.

of Guarantee, Bills for Collection, Financial Facilities,

the financial facility has been approved or is currently

Funds & Securities, Investment & Divestment Orders

with the committee

• Anti-Money Laundering control at the reporting and

• Extensive filtering and control over what the user

transaction levels

can see and transact, along with the related limits,

• Cross-selling engine, based on pre-defined criteria

e.g. based on the type of customer, priority, economic

and selection. Alerts are then triggered and sent

sector, type of account, etc.

The system helps
financial institutions to
increase profitability
and strengthens their
customer relationships
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Customer Relationship Management

iMAL*CRMPlus major features include:

iMAL*CRMPlus is a Web-based application for

• Centralization

supporting processes implemented by a financial

information into a single, organized data source

institution when handling customer interactions. It is

including notes, documents and activities, with an

a key solution that offers financial institutions bigger

overall 360-degree customer view

opportunities to expand their customer base and

• Rapid creation of a deal profile containing financial

widen their market share. The system helps financial

information, due diligence and type of engagement

institutions to increase profitability and strengthens their

• Segmentation of database by criteria, to provide

customer relationships.

targeted calls and prospect lists, thus making it easier

It also caters for storing information on current and

to find an opportunity

prospective customers. This information can be

• User assistance by offering appropriate products/

accessed by users from different departments such as

services

sales, marketing and customer service.

opportunities based on customer profile and previous

and

and

the

consolidation

exploration

of

of

customer

cross-selling

activities
• Management of customer lifecycle: Acquisition,
service and retention
• Ability to perform personalized mail mergers using
the existing technology to keep prospects and clients
more informed, to drive more deal flow
• Better view of the investor history through stored
information about relationships built between investors
and third parties, and deals involved
• Ability for managers to follow-up with their salesperson
by looking at the pipeline
• Ability to manage all complaints and inquiries by using
the proper workflow with possibility of assignment and
escalation
• Ability to generate efficient reports
• With the wealth of information available, financial
institutions will easily meet customer expectations.

Retail Banking
iMAL*2RetailPortal represents a convenient and
user-friendly online banking service that can be offered
by financial institutions to their retail customers.
The system provides customers with an easy, fast,
and secured access to their banking accounts,
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portfolios, positions and related transactions. Through

deployment environments that demand scalability and

iMAL*2RetailPortal,

high availability.

registered

customers

can

perform banking transactions like fund transfers, utility
bill payments, and financing repayments. It also allows

iMAL*2CorporatePortal uses high security features,

registered customers to apply for various banking

making it a safe zone for corporate customers. Security

products such as cards, chequebooks and financing

features include multi-factor authentication, data

facilities. In addition, customers can apply for trade

encryption, user and password management, financial

finance documents issuance and investment orders.

transaction approval matrix, database security, session
management, flow activity reports, and other protective

Built on a J2EE platform, the iMAL*2RetailPortal
solution

is

designed

for

intensive

features.

deployment

environments that demand scalability and high

The solution is fully integrated with all iMAL modules,

availability.

and has the flexibility to integrate with other core banking
systems through the integration layer, which facilitates

iMAL*2RetailPortal

is

a

secure

hub

where

the communication with various type systems.

customers can perform safe banking. Advanced and
common security practices are supported including

Mobile Banking

data encryption, multi-factor authentication, password

iMAL*2Mobile is another member of the iMAL

management, user account management, user activity

Delivery Channels offering. It is completely integrated

logging, database security, session management, and

with iMAL core banking system and has the flexibility to

other basic protective features.

integrate with other systems through direct integration

The solution is fully integrated with all iMAL modules

or through a middleware via APIs, Web services, or

and has the flexibility to integrate with other core banking

text messages. It provides financial institutions with

systems through the integration layer, which facilitates

high security standards and features that cover both

the communication with various type systems.

the server and the client’s sides. Also supporting the
essential mobile operating systems including iOS,

Corporate Banking

Android, Blackberry, and Symbian. It allows financial

iMAL*2CorporatePortal enables financial institutions

institutions to utilize the mostly used browsers including

to offer their corporate customers highly secure and

Opera Mini, Internet Explorer, Google Chrome, Safari,

advanced online banking services.

Blackberry browser, Nokia browser, and Firefox mobile.

Through a highly flexible system, financial managers
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of government agencies, large corporations and SMEs

iMAL*2Mobile provides the customers of the financial

can manage cash and accounts, liquidity, investments,

institution with the ability to use the Web browser or to

and financings.

download native mobile app on their mobile phones

They can also check the available reports covering

as a gateway to Online Banking services. Customers

their different banking transactions and requests. Built

are capable of performing various banking operations

on a J2EE platform, the iMAL*2CorporatePortal

like checking their account position, fund transfer, bill

solution for corporate banking is designed for intensive

payment, and other retail services.

Social Banking

media controlled and compliant communication. The

Social Banking is changing the way the financial

system provides real-time monitoring to log all social

services industry operates. It is revolutionizing the

networking interactions, including all incoming and

traditional banking model that the finance sector

outgoing messages, and archives all communication

has relied upon for decades; the future is bright for

for further compliance overview. The embedded

increased financial inclusion, lower costs and better

content dictionary is used to monitor the two-way

customer service.

communication between financial institutions and their
customers. The workflow passes outgoing information
financial institutions

for textual analysis to interpret if a user is saying

are offering their growing customer base a quick

something inappropriate. If so, it is routed to the related

and convenient method to execute their banking

users for corrective action.

With iMAL*SocialBanking,

transactions via online platforms, such as Facebook
and Twitter in a completely secure way. Customers
can perform several banking services such as balance
enquiry, view their last transactions, open accounts and
transfer money to a friend.

Core Banking
Retail & Corporate Financing
Facility Management
Financial facilities pre-approval process is one of the
most important processes in the bank, whereby several
issues should be addressed, such as data accuracy,
application filtering, data availability and time-torespond to the customer. This is achieved with the use
of iMAL*FacilityManagement, where:
• Customer applications are processed in the system
either by the user or electronically
• Required documents are scanned, archived, viewed
and reviewed
• Workflow alerts are dispatched automatically by the
system to the relevant user(s) taking the financial facility
application file electronically from one person to another
based on a pre-defined process workflow
• Customer

grading

and

collateral

management

processing could speedily operate
• Corporate financial facility sub-limits management

Social Management
financial

can be applied, linking the financial facility to

institutions to manage both incoming and outgoing

the relevant documentary credit transaction in

social

iMAL*TradeFinance, financed via an L/C Murabaha

iMAL*SocialManagement
media

communications,

enables
and

immediately

respond to customer needs to ensure real-time social

in iMAL*IslamicInvest for example
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• Share financing process can be released, once

manner, put in place collection strategies, distribute

sub-limits are linked to securities investment purchase

tasks to collectors, monitor and follow up the collectors’

in iMAL*Assets, financed via a Share Financing

assigned tasks, and utilize reports that intelligently

Murabaha in iMAL*IslamicInvest

support the tracking of the collection process status

• Other draw-downs can also be processed based on

and efficiency.

the different investment and financing vehicles
• Customer position, availment ticket and other relevant

Using iMAL*Collection, the bank can accelerate

reports can always be generated by the system.

and fully monitor the credit collection process in an
efficient and controlled manner and according to best

Islamic Invest

practices.

The system handles all types of Islamic financial

Moreover, as a last resolution for the preventive

instruments both for the bank’s own account or on

strategies that are set by the bank, the solution allows

behalf of its clients, such as Murabaha, Mudaraba,

the bank to set litigation methods as a way to further

Musharaka, Ijara, Salam, Istisnaa, Project Financing,

protect itself from delinquent customers who have

Real Estate Investments and Financing of Letters of

shown no response to its reminders, follow-ups and

Credit. The functionality covers the full cycle of trading

warnings in settling due payments.

tickets, financial tickets, authorization workflow and
attachment of required documentation. The functionality
is extended to cover all types of repayments e.g. grace
period, bullet payments, fixed installments, irregular
installments and past due management.

It handles all treasury transactions for the bank and on
treasury instruments including Foreign Exchange

This module handles all forms of retail and corporate
financing transactions. It allows users to process all
types of financing e.g. installment loans, bullet loans
and mortgage loans. The functionality addresses
the full cycle covering financial ticket, authorization
workflow, attachment of the required documentation,
etc. The functionality is extended to cover past due
management.

of Deposits, Commodity

Murabaha, Reverse Murabaha transactions, and
Placement and Borrowing transactions. The system
includes very powerful tools for limit monitoring upon
transaction processing.

Blotter
It is the dashboard for treasurers showing and
Positions affected by all banking operations from the

iMAL*Collection enables the bank to track the
of

transactions, Exchange

managing bank own Nostros, Limits, Maturities, and

Collection Management
overdue

payments

resulting

from

granted financing. The solution enables the bank to
set collection teams in centralized or decentralized
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Islamic Treasury
behalf of its customers. The module covers all Islamic

Lending

collection

Treasury

smallest branch to the head office.
The purpose of iMAL*Blotter is to carefully document
the trades so that they can be reviewed and confirmed by
the trader. The system enhances the cash functionality,
liquidity and profitability management and adds a limit

structuring on a day-to-day basis. The system collects

customers’ Deposits), Foreign Exchange transactions

data from all iMAL modules, i.e. iMAL*IslamicInvest,

(such as Spot Trading, Cross Trading and Currency

iMAL*IslamicTreasury, iMAL*Assets, iMAL*

Swaps) and Derivatives transactions (such as Futures

TradeFinance, iMAL*DirectInvest, iMAL*CSM

and Currency Options contracts).

and other bank transactions and can be used as a
repository for all Limits, Positions and Maturities.

Cash Flow Monitoring
It is a treasury front office engine empowering the
financial institution to gain a comprehensive view of
its entire liquidity position and hence enabling it to
maintain sufficient funds to meet its obligations, financial
commitments and new project financing. Dashboards
and reports allow users to generate real-time, detailed
information on cash inflows and outflows, in addition to
the planned transactions/simulated commitments with
the ability to drill down to the individual transactions or
commitments.
The system also generates trend analysis reports
providing granular or management information.

Investment
Financial Assets

Treasury

It is a comprehensive Asset, Portfolio and Fund

It is the system that handles all treasury transactions

Management system that caters for all industry standard

for the bank and on behalf of its customers.

securities and related operations. It empowers the bank

iMAL*Treasury enables treasury solutions, whereby

and investment companies to manage the bank related

the bank can streamline global treasury operations,

Assets, Funds and Portfolios along with the customer

and make smarter decision about the cash liquidity

related investments. The system operates in a central

placements. Due to some automation processes,

mode, where whenever any transaction is processed

the bank will be able to have a complete view of its

in the main company for any fund, the system will

exposure as well as an accurate assessment of its

automatically process the relevant entry in the Fund

current and customer position providing an effective

Book. Apart from handling all types of transactions,

analysis of its financial performance and giving it more

the system computes various types of expenses and

control over managing its cash, maturity and related

incomes.

mismatch.

The module also manages the issuance of securities
if the financial institution is issuer or arranger of

iMAL*Treasury processes primarily Money Market

customers’ issuing any security.

transactions (such as Placements, Borrowing and

Moreover, the system handles Margin Trading,
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Collateral Management and Custodian Management.

and Operating Companies (OpCo), etc.

The system offers all types of reports and charts with

Data entry is done at a macro level, thus minimizing time

drill down.

and effort. The system handles all types of investments,

iMAL*Assets handles all transactions from the

such as placements, self-lending, REITS, etc.

middle to the back office, e.g. processing transactions
for all the bank portfolios (clients and Mutual Funds)
along with their related settlement instructions.

iMAL*Assets is fully integrated with iMAL*CSM,
iMAL*2RetailPortal,

iMAL*2CorporatePortal,

and iMAL*2Mobile, which operate as front office
systems, thus allowing a complete order and request
management.
The back office, processing settlement transactions are
fully integrated with iMAL*SWIFT-STP. The above
workflow is catered for through STP: Front, Middle, and
Back Office.

Trade Finance Operations
Trade Finance
It is one of the building blocks that cater for Export
& Import Letters of Credit, Letters of Guarantee, and
Import & Export Bills for Collection. The system handles
all documentary details, workflow, processes, from the
time the customer places his request at the bank till
the time the document is closed, along with the related
on and off balance sheet accounting entries and all
the needed SWIFT messages. In addition to that, the
system provides a facility for the bank customer to
prepare and process his documents electronically with

Sukuk Management

minimal user intervention.

iMAL*Sukuk enables financial institutions to manage

iMAL*TradeFinance is compliant with the following

Islamic Sukuk operations, from the creation of Sukuk

standard rules:

to their expiry dates. The system covers the creation

• Uniform Customs and Practice for Documentary

of security instruments, Sukuk trading, profit accruals

Credits (UCP600)

for financial institutions and their customers, settlement

• Uniform Rules for Demand Guarantees (URDG

transactions along with the payment processes and

458/758)

related accounting entries. Using iMAL*Sukuk in the

• Uniform Rules for Collections (URC522)

process of Sukuk trading will facilitate the unlocking of

• Uniform Rules for Bank-to-Bank Reimbursements

frozen funds for leading Sharia-compliant companies.

under Documentary Credits (URR725).

iMAL*Sukuk provides financial institutions with the
guaranteed potential to broaden their financing sources
while being concordant with the Sharia law.

Direct Invest
It fully caters for direct investments, whereby each
deal represents many companies of different types
and roles, such as Syndication Companies (SynCo),
Permanent Voting Companies (PV), Permanent NonVoting Companies (PNV), Holding Companies (HolCo),
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Operational Accounting

Processing

Accounting

It allows sharing of computer resources among many

It is the core of iMAL. It handles on balance sheet

users and shifts the time of job processing to when the

and off balance sheet accounting. The system is fully

computing resources are less busy.

parameterizable, caters for multiple companies/books,

Using this module, financial institutions will be able to

multiple branches, multiple currencies, multiple cost

better administer their operations, thus saving their

and profit centers. The system enables the user to

employees and customers’ time, and at the same time

process all types of transactions at both levels, on and off

organising their data.

balance sheet levels, such as standard journal voucher
processing, adjustments, allocations, reversals, bank

Islamic Profit Calculation

reconciliation, budgeting and forecasting.

The solution allows the financial institution to calculate

The system is also rich in reports, offers tremendous

and distribute profit, manage all types of pools in a

analysis and decision support tools, such as assets

very transparent way while respecting the Mudaraba

and liabilities management, bank risk exposure

agreements and contracts. It handles the calculation

management, maturity analysis, financial reports, etc.

of the actual profit to be distributed to the different
investors-related pool, in compliance with the bank

It also contains a drill down functionality where the user

Islamic Sharia Committee based on a set of criteria and

can get to the original transaction that generated the

parameters that are built in the system.

accounting entry from the global financial reports.

Provisioning
The module empowers financial institutions to take
preventative measures to future losses as a mean to
safeguard their operations, and thus accounts for
projected losses at an early stage rather than suddenly
incurring actual ones.

Revaluation
iMAL*Revaluation

module

enables

automatic

processing of revaluation of financing deals which were
originally based on floating rates. The solution enables
the user to set the time at which the process should run
on daily basis. Based on the made setup, the process
will run automatically and make all the necessary
computations taking into consideration rates prevailing
at the time of running the process.
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Business Intelligence & Regulatory compliance
Risk Management
iMAL*RM is a fully-fledged suite of risk management
solutions. It is intended for the risk management
departments of financial institutions providing a holistic
view of the risk involved in their activities, in order to
enable them to take informed strategic decisions.
The solution serves financial institutions’ needs in

business. These dashboards enable the financial

capital risk reporting, credit risk, market risk, and

institution to analyze the data from various aspects, and

operational risk & governance. It enables financial

include full drill down capabilities to get to the roots of

institutions to perform both regulatory and economic

an issue.

capital estimation for their risks, according to various

The solution, rich in graphs and charts, provides

approaches under Basel II/III and IFSB guidelines.

powerful visuals and assists in representing data as

It also allows them to proactively manage their risks

comprehensive meaningful information.

through various detailed management and analytical
features, such as what-if analysis, stress testing, sensiti-

iMAL*BI also offers the Microsoft Mobile BI component

vity analysis, and simulation.

designed to enable rapid development and publishing

iMAL*RM offers ready-to-deploy dashboards, reports,

of Business Intelligence content in a way that delivers a

and analytics catering to the institution’s own risk

premium user experience to any device.

management requirements.

The solution integrates with our existing technical
architecture,

data

warehouses

and

security

Business Intelligence

infrastructure. It is designed to be an effective data

iMAL*BI is a highly parameterized solution that

analytics and BI presentation layer that works with the

empowers financial institutions with the intelligence

back-end products that iMAL*BI delivers.

required to monitor and manage their operations, and
proactively respond to market changes.

International Taxation Regulations

The system provides financial institutions with a

iMAL*ITR empowers financial institutions to abide by

holistic view of their activities and performance in

the international regulations set in different countries

various dimensions. Nevertheless, it utilizes analysis

regarding customers’ identification and reporting,

techniques, ratios and computation procedures to

enabling multi-regulation parameters setup such as

measure and monitor online their performance and

FATCA and CRS at the same time.

profitability.

iMAL*ITR-FATCA is a highly parameterized solution,
designed to allow financial institutions comply with the
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iMAL*BI offers ready-to-deploy dashboards, reports,

international regulations of FATCA (Foreign Account Tax

and analytics catering to all aspects of the institution

Compliant Act). It consists of three major phases that

fall under identifying U.S. account holders, reporting to

Report Designer

IRS (Internal Revenue Service) and processing penalty

The system empowers the user to design new reports

of withholding tax for recalcitrant accounts holders.

and modify existing ones. It offers an extensive set of
features, such as scheduling of reports, archiving of

iMAL*ITR-CRS

is

a

new

solution

developed

reports, automatic emailing and faxing of reports to

in response to Common Reporting Standard for

both users and customers.

automatic exchange of financial account information

Each and all types of the created and designed reports

to disclosure of income earned by individuals and

can be directly generated across the complete iMAL

organizations, allowing tax authorities to obtain a

multi-banking program systems.

clearer understanding of financial assets held abroad
by their residents.

Credit Bureau Interface
In several countries, the sending of information

Finally, among its other rich features, iMAL*ITR has

regarding

customers,

financing

granted,

and

multilingual capabilities for worldwide deployments.

settlement practices to credit reference agencies is a
Central Bank requirement.

Reporter
iMAL*Reporter is a tool designed to meet financial

It is an enhanced time-efficient interface, used to

institutions’ reporting requirements. Its centralized

generate text files to be sent to credit agencies for

reporting platform provides financial institutions with

uploading information into their databases. The

a single window for their daily operational reporting as

information is provided by subscribers on a regular and

well as Central Bank reporting.

timely basis in a single format that can be understood by
all subscribers. The main purpose of the Credit Bureau

The system empowers financial institutions with

Interface is to act as a reliable source of information to

Web-based reporting by making reports accessible

be shared with other financial institutions that need the

across the organization without further investment. A

credit history of potential customers.

scheduler enables automated generation of routine
and compliance reports. In addition, a Report Designer
is available, enabling users to add their own reports

Support Applications

easily, in a secured environment with strong access

System Administration & Security

control measures.

The solution empowers the financial institution to
implement its security policies at the level of iMAL. It

Financial Template Reports

allows the system administrator to manage the system,

This is an extremely flexible, powerful and easy to use

such as database backup, data purging, system

reporting tool that allows users to build templates for

parameterization, etc.

their financial statements. The system produces a
variety of graphs and ratios, along with some analysis

Centralized & Decentralized Architecture

and has the ability to create Central Banks’ reports.

This engine integrates all branches with the head office
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in an online real-time mode whenever the connection is

The system also provides all types of reports and

available, and in case the connection is not available,

confirmations. Payment slips can be distributed

the system will pool all the required transactions and

automatically via email, depending on the bank policy.

then automatically post them as soon as the connection
is established.

Notification Management

The Store & Forward mechanism empowers the branch

It allows the user to define any type of message and

to work in a standalone mode and centralises the

alert, based on the available database, the related

information simultaneously. The data synchronization

periodicity, frequency and mode of communication.

can also be performed using EDI, via mail or media.

iMAL*Alerts is a messaging technology designed
to deliver critical business information in a timely and

Fixed Assets Management

efficient manner.

It is a tool that empowers the bank to manage its Fixed

The system can automatically alert the concerned

Assets. The various activities handled by the system are:

personnel through an instant SMS, email when a

Asset acquisition, retirement, revaluation, maintenance,

significant event takes place.

location management, inventory management, projects
in progress management, depreciation management,

Business Process Management

etc. The fiscal implication is automatically generated

The system allows the financial institution to design

and processed in the system.

dynamic

product

flow

using

sophisticated

and

customized business rules outside iMAL predefined

Personnel & Payroll

frameworks, with an enhanced business activity

It is a human resources and payroll management system

monitoring management that allows the institution to

that handles all related operations, such as recruitment,

list the assigned tasks by user, reallocate tasks due to

probation,

allowances,

absences or overloads, and to follow up on the process

deductions, leaves, accruals, payroll, social security,

completion, and an SLA engine to know where a specific

insurance, loans, indemnity calculation, assets, training,

task has been delayed and the root cause of this delay.

attendance,

overtime,

budgeting, business trips, warnings, termination.
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Integration Manager
It is a middleware that integrates iMAL with any other
system seamlessly in an online and off-line mode,
provided that the required system furnishes the relevant
APIs.

Dynamic Files
It is a utility used to automate the generation of
exported

and

imported

dynamic

files

from/to

iMAL in three different formats (TXT, Excel, and XML).
ATM Broker
It is an ISO-8583 interface that enables the interfacing
between the bank ATM switch or national switch and

iMAL core banking system.

System Interfaces & Integration Solutions

iMAL*ATMBroker is developed to support all

Live Financial Markets

advanced ATM/POS machines (withdrawals, deposits,

The iMAL*LiveFinancialMarkets provides financial
institutions instantaneously with the latest security
prices and foreign currency rates. It is a middleware
application that connects iMAL applications to
Reuters system that exists in the financial institution.
This flexible application is fully integrated with all iMAL
modules.

transactions
balance

processed

inquiry,

through

mini-statements,

standard

and

chequebook

requests, statement requests, bill settlement, etc.).
All electron ATM/POS transactions processed through

iMAL*ATMBroker are directly posted to the system
(online) and will immediately affect customer accounts.
All charges, calculations are also done in real-time.

Exchange Rate Board
SWIFT Messages Generator
It is a middleware that integrates iMAL with SWIFT
Alliance system. SWIFT related transactions that
have been processed by the authorised user(s) in the
relevant iMAL modules are automatically processed
in iMAL*SWIFT. In addition to the different types of
transaction processing and confirmations, the system
caters for automatic Nostro accounting reconciliation.

The system provides the bank with the capability of
interfacing the display rate board with iMAL core
banking system.

iMAL can be interfaced to the bank rate board by
means of the CDG module. Once connected to iMAL
core banking system, the rates are received live as they
change and automatically update the board.
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SARIE Broker
iMAL*CDG-SARIEBroker can be interfaced to SARIE by means of the CDG module.
The SARIE-iMAL integration is composed of two entities:
SARIE Communication
A communication entity responsible for establishing the real time connections with SARIE, sending and receiving
the SARIE related messages.
SARIE Financial
A financial entity responsible for retrieving all SARIE related payments in iMAL and generating the SARIE related
messages as well as retrieving the SARIE received messages and creating the related iMAL payments.
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STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS

financial institutions to provide their customers with

Path Solutions is committed to providing its clients with

strong authentication and secure online accessibility

state-of-the-art solutions. As part of that strategy, we

to personal accounts and other financial transactions

constantly strive to develop partnerships with the main

performed throughout the Internet. With the DIGIPASS

technology and solution partners in the key areas of our

technology, banks are able to authenticate their

business.

customers and mitigate risks stemming from phishing
scams, hacking, trojans and man-in-the-middle (MITM)

Our Complimentary Solution Partners offer innovative

attacks. Secure online services will boost customer trust

solutions that can complement and broaden Path

and will enable financial institutions to build an enduring

Solutions’ suite of products and deliver greater depth

competitive advantage.

of value to our clients.

Apliman: Call Center, IVR, USSD and SMS
Our worldwide partners provide Path Solutions

Gateway

with greater reach into the marketplace, greater

iMAL*2Mobile new offering will utilize Apliman’s SMS

scale to execute on client requirements with their

and USSD gateways for providing Mobile Banking

complementary skills and best-of-breed solutions that

channels through SMS and USSD. Path Solutions’

can be integrated with Path Solutions’ core banking

clients will benefit from Apliman’s phone banking

system.

services including Call Center and IVR which enhance
customer relationship management.

IMTF: Regulatory Technology Solutions

The partner solution offers literally all the features of an

IMTF is a leading Swiss provider with more than 25 years

automated teller machine: Account balance information

of focused experience in the field of Fraud Prevention

and list of latest transactions, electronic bill payment,

and Compliance (AML). The company offers innovative

fund transfer, withdrawal report, etc.

and reliable solutions to protect all information and to
ensure consistent compliance across the organization.
IMTF’s comprehensive offering, competencies and
tools emphasize on growth opportunities, operational
efficiency, compliance and risk control.

IrisGuard: Iris Recognition
iBank Suite is the most advanced and secure
technology for the individual’s authentication. iBank
Suite provides fast, accurate, and secure services for
reducing fraud and increasing efficiency in serving

OneSpan: Digital Security Authentication

customers at teller, customer service, ATM, and Internet

Solutions

banking by eliminating the need for ID and A/C No. at

Vasco which is now OneSpan will be complementing

the branch. The ATM card and related pin number at the

iMAL Internet and Mobile Banking offering with

ATM machine, username and password authentication

advanced digital authentication technologies allowing

at online and off-line banking channels, are all no more
needed, with the implementation of iBank Suite.
This technology enhances financial institutions’ safety,
efficiency, and accuracy.
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DocuWare: Document Management System

S2M: Switch and Card Management System

The system enables financial institutions to manage,

S2M will complement Path Solutions’ iMAL suite of

monitor and search their documents electronically

products with SELECT system which combines both

in an optimized and efficient way. Regardless of the

a Switch (front office) and a Card Management System

source or format, documents such as bank vouchers,

(back office). The system will enable processing a

cheques, loan financial statements, balance sheets,

variety of financial transactions and authorizations

daily journals, collaterals and guarantees will be

originated from POSs, ATMs, Internet, and branches.

scanned through different iMAL screens and archived
in the Document Management System for automatic

The UNIX™ and Oracle™ based SELECT system is

processing. This improves quality and reduces costs

designed to maximize the flexibility and efficiency of

for day-to-day work execution.

financial institutions involved in the card industry. S2M’s
SELECT system is compliant with the most adopted

Thomson Reuters: Market Data Provider

payment standards such as ISO 8583 & EMV and

This is a middleware application that connects iMAL

certified by prestigious card giants such as VISA,

applications to Thomson Reuters Market Data System

MasterCard and American Express.

in a bank or investment company. It is an integrated
back office system that manages the data transfer of
currency exchange rates, security prices, and foreign
exchange deals from Thomson Reuters Market Data
System to iMAL applications.

GlobeX Data: Cloud Storage Technology
The partnership with GlobeX Data will enable Path
Solutions’ clients to benefit from cloud storage
technology and solutions for their data and/or backups
(such as: database backups, file server content,
etc.) using the SecurusVault storage offering as well
as propose to their customers and employees the
storing of personal information (such as: PIN numbers,
passwords, financial accounts, and confidential files
and documents) using the DigitalSafe offering.
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ECO-AUDIT
Environmental Benefits Statement
Our commitment to social responsibility stems from the belief that
we are part of the community we serve, making us committed to
Corporate Social Responsibility. As part of our CSR program across
our subsidiaries, and in support of this commitment, we leverage
electronic publishing options and print-on-demand technology.
These initiatives enable print runs to be lowered resulting in reduced paper consumption, chemical use and waste.
In this regard, Path Solutions is committed to minimizing its environmental impact by adopting environmentally sustainable practices.
We follow the recommended standards for paper use set by the
Green Press Initiative. The majority of our brochures are printed on
Forest Stewardship Council™ – FSC™ certified paper.

